
not harder.

Fully automated notification & alerting system 
for manufacturing made easy.

Don’t you wish you were notified when…

Assembly units need to be sent for an external audit, work orders suddenly change 
their priority to “HIGH” or when an employee’s important training certificate is about 
to expire? 

ALERTIGO

The current manufacturing notification & alerting systems leave much to be desired. 
There’s no middle ground: employees are either spammed with irrelevant 
notifications or left out of critical alerts. Then, there’s the cost & complexity of 
integrating the alerting solution with your existing manufacturing system…  

An automated alerting system 
providing holistic visibility over 
end-to-end manufacturing, predicting 
and preventing issues before they arise. 

BOOK A DEMO



It’s time to change that.

With ALERTIGO, you will:

Meet Manufacturo ALERTIGO, the new generation smart 
notification & alerting solution for manufacturing. ALERTIGO 
is a robust and fully automated tool that captures changes 
in data in real-time and alerts anyone who needs to be 
made aware of the event. This alerting engine enables the 
entire operation to become more proactive to potential 
issues through early warnings or immediate first-hand 
notifications.

Never miss 
a notification again
Spot potential problems before they 
become critical blockers 

Enhance the value 
of your existing 
systems
Safe, cloud-based solution that easily 
bolts onto existing enterprise systems

See a quick ROI 
Installations & multi-site 
deployments executed in just 
a few days

Easily customize 
the conditions
WYSWYG notification configuration

Choose how you 
wish to be notified
Integration with email and most 
messaging platforms

Set and forget
Automated email/alert contents 
and recipients



How does ALERTIGO work:

Connect to the data source.
Integration with email and most 
messaging platforms

ALERTIGO
The solution identifies and alerts you 
and others as specified

Define The Job.
Create a task on which you want to 
be notified and when.   

Specify the alert.
Choose the right channel, the right 
information and the right people.
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When changes in data are detected, 
an email is automatically sent to the 
department head along with other 
recipients that need to be in the know.

Dynamic links within the email body will 
direct the recipients to the specific 
location to take the appropriate course 
of action.

Connect to the data source.
Integration with email and most 
messaging platforms

ALERTIGO
The solution identifies and alerts you 
and others as specified

Define The Job.
Create a task on which you want to 
be notified and when.   

Specify the alert.
Choose the right channel, the right 
information and the right people.



Who is ALERTIGO for:

Bring more awareness to 
your business today.

Production Supervisors
Whenever a work order priority changes to 
“urgent” or when there are irregularities with 
team members being clocked in or out.

Quality Engineers
When an assembly unit reaches 
a specific work centre for external 
audit or products don’t pass 
critical quality checks.

Finance Teams
Automate reports on scrapped 
materials and up-to-the-minute 
labor ticket costs.

HR Personnel
Whenever an employee’s 
certification or training is 
nearing its expiration date.

Maintenance Personnel
About which tools need to be calibrated, 
when a repair takes longer than allocated, 
or high-risk machines are ticketed.

Warehouse Manager
When replenish orders are 
classed as “new” for more than a 
day or when composite materials 
are about to expire.

Book a demo


